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It seems like the summer of dreams come true for Hollywood princess Kaitlin Burke: the media

loves her (again), super-cute and funny Austin Meyers is finally her boyfriend, and she's starring in a

movie by her all-time favorite director Hutch Adams. What could be sweeter? But life on set is not as

perfect as the makeup and costumes. And with an old love and a scheming new publicist on the

scene, it's about to get a whole lot messier.
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It is refreshing to meet a chick-lit character who is living in Hollywood, is famous and amazingly rich

and yet maintains moral standards School LIBRARY JOURNAL

As a Senior Editor at the former Teen People, Jen Calonita has interviewed everyone from Zac

Efron to Justin Timberlake. Jen's currently at work on a new series called Belles, about dueling

cousins raised in a privileged southern community, which will debut in spring 2012. She lives in New

York with her husband, sons Dylan and Tyler, and chihuahua Captain Jack Sparrow. Jen invites you

to visit her online at jencalonitaonline.com

The second in the "Secrets of my Hollywood Life" series by Jen Calonita is all that I expected it to

be. Excellent light lit for young adults.Kaitlin Burke has landed a killer role in what will be next

summers biggest blockbuster. She managed to snag the guy of her dreams, believe it or not a high



school boy. Kaitlin met Austin while she was pretending to be Rachel, and gain some anonymity

away from the paparazzi. Once the jig was up she wasn't sure Austin would be into the real Kaitlin

Burke.All those troubles seem miles away now. That is until she finds out her heartbreaking

ex-boyfriend/slimeball Drew and conniving, backstabbing costar Sky have both been cast to star in

the as of yet untitled film project alongside her.Suddenly her life is in a tailspin and she is being

hammered with bad publicity. She has no idea how to dig herself out of this nasty hole she is in. She

worries she might lose what she cares about most in her life, Austin.I like this series, its fluffy and

fun to read. I am looking forward to Secrets of my Hollywood Life - Family Affairs up next!

This was a great book. It taught me what it is like to be famous. It was very easy to read, especially

because th main character had the same name as me. I would recommend this. It isn't Divergent or

anything, but it was still a great book. I wish that they would make a movie based on this series.

My daughter read the first book and this is the second. She was really happy and is reading it as I

type this. She loves the Kaitlyn stories.

Secrets of My Hollywood Life: On Location is yet another light and fun chick-lit read. Much like the

first novel, we revisit the glamours life of Kaitlin Burke and of course someone is out to make her

career bomb! The Hollywood secrets continue to be one of my favorite aspects of the book. I think

that I would have enjoyed the book more had the plot not reminded me so much of the first book. I'd

like to see Kaitlin deal with real issues, besides those revolving around someone sabotaging her

career. However, I did enjoy the second installment and am looking forward to reading the rest of

the series.

It really shows what Hollywood is like, and makes the words, characters, and emotions pop. For

girls (and guys) 11-15, you will enjoy this book, and maybe want to get a taste of Hollywood life

yourself.

So, I liked this book. But the editing was truly terrible. Well the mo st annoyi ng thing was th at al the

sentences were like, this. Well, not all of them, but all of those problems came up at least once. Also

there were up to 4 words with a random space in the middle of them a page. While this may just be

because I transferred this book from my kindle to my iPad, I really don't know.



I love this book. It was very interesting and creative. I was so happy to have found this series. IT IS

THE BEST!!!!

I love how she gets into details about the popular brands and actual companies that Kaitlyn shops

from. also the detailed emotions that's he feels throughout the story.
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